Wimbledon Park
Burglary in a Dwelling

By suspects setting fire to bins.

HOMEPARK ROAD

Burglary in a Dwelling

At some point between 06/08/2016 and 08/08/2016, suspect 1
has entered the property via the front door and stolen a
quantity of jewellery.
Unknown suspect/s have removed window panel and entered
venue; stealing various tools.
Suspect has climbed through downstairs front window, taken
wallet and exited through the downstairs front window
Unknown suspect has climbed up to first floor window and
leant in to steal the victims phone which was on his bedside
table
An unknown suspect has gained entry to the unit and stolen
some petty cash and an unbranded watch from a desk drawer
Unknown suspect(s) using a tool to try and pry open the front
door.
Suspect entered the Kiosk through the rear window and stole
£50 cash from the till.
Rear quarter panel glass smashed inwards and nothing taken
from vehicle.
By unknown suspect smashing wing mirror of victims vehicle,
at stated venue.
Suspects forced double gated entrance and squeezes through
gap to enter yard
Employee has been taking deposits for vehicles, seemingly
passing them through the system but pocketing the money
The vehicle entered the petrol station forecourt. The suspect
has filled the car with fuel and then made off without payment.
A suspect has been caught on camera taking post from the
victims letter box everyday for the past two weeks.
By suspects eating food from the venue valued at £30.80 and
leaving without making payment for it.
Theft of jet wash and generator from inside LIDL when building
work was in operation
By suspect 1 filling vehicle up with fuel and then driving off
without making payment at time on date given.
By suspect 1 filling vehicle up with fuel and then driving off
without making payment at time on date given
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Other Theft

stole small trolley from victim containing property listed

PLOUGH LANE

Other Theft

the suspect drove off without paying for diesel

PLOUGH LANE

Other Theft Person

by person unknown using method unknown accessing victim's
bag that she was carrying whilst walking in a busy park and
taken her purse from within without alerting victim
Victim 1's travel card stolen from his pocket

SAILING
CENTRE,WIMBLEDON
PARK
STROUD ROAD

Victim 1 has taken his car to have the tyres replaced. During
this time his satellite navigation system was taken from the
passenger side glove compartment.
By suspects unknown forcing entry into victims van and
stealing items from within.
Suspect has broken into the back of a van by removing the
rear handle. They have opened the door and taken a strimmer
and hedge trimmer. They have then made off in unknown
direction
Unknown suspects have smashed the rear passenger window
of Victims vehicle.
Unknown suspect removed number plates from where they
were secured to the vehicle and without victim 1's permission
unknown person has entered victim 2 and victim 3's van and
removed tools
Unknown suspect has entered the back of victims van and
taken his DEWALT drill. Suspect then made off in unknown
direction.
vehicle window was smashed and property taken from within

WEIR ROAD

By unknown suspects taking a van which had the keys in the
ignition and a moped in the back.
theft of motor vehicle

WEIR ROAD

The suspect took his friends vehicle while he was having a
pee, he took it for a spin around the block and he crashed into
a parked vehicle.
By unknown suspect (S) removing the saddle from a pedal
cycle from venue without consent of owner.
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